Mathematical modeling suggests that periodontitis behaves as a non-linear chaotic dynamical process.
This study aims to expand on a previously presented cellular automata model and further explore the non-linear dynamics of periodontitis. Additionally the authors investigated whether their mathematical model could predict the two known types of periodontitis, aggressive (AgP) and chronic periodontitis (CP). The time evolution of periodontitis was modeled by an iterative function, based on the hypothesis that the host immune response level determines the rate of periodontitis progression. The chaotic properties of this function were investigated by direct iteration, and the model was validated by immunologic and clinical parameters derived from two clinical study populations. Periodontitis can be described as chaos with the level of the host immune response determining its progression rate; the dynamics of the proposed model suggest that by increasing the host immune response level, periodontitis progression rate decreases. Renormalization transformations show the presence of two overlapping zones of disease activity corresponding to AgP and CP. By k-means cluster analysis, immunologic parameters corroborated the findings of the renormalization transformations. Periodontitis progression rates are modeled to scale with a power law of 1.3, and the mean exponential speed of the system is found to be 1.85 (metric entropy); clinical datasets confirmed the mathematical estimates. This study introduces a mathematical model that identifies periodontitis as a non-linear chaotic process. It offers a quantitative assessment of the disease progression rate and identifies two zones of disease activity that correspond to the existing classification of periodontitis in the AgP and CP types.